
WHY CELL PHONE IS SO POPULAR ESSAY

There are several reasons why nowadays cellphones are popular. Firstly, the advent of the cellphone, it greatly enhance
the relationships between family.

Not only mobile phones can affect the health of people if used too often, but they can also limit face-to-face
communication between them. Now that technology has evolved we are able to carry around small and
compact phones. The girl later on became his wife and they had two kids. Cell Phone Essay You should spend
about 40 minutes on this task. Computer technology today is at the threshold of making life easier for
everyone in the world. Phone addiction is a new addiction associated with the use of cell phones and using it
for many hours. Cell phones even more Cell Phone Vs. If there is an accident the person can call for people for
help. Cell phones and the internet mean that parents can easily keep in touch with their children who are on
holiday and people who immigrate to live abroad can easily communicate with their loved ones when needed.
Cell phones has many advantages and disadvantages. What follows are a few aspects of the society that have
benefitted from the Computers are helping students get better grades in school, from help with homework over
the internet to doing research for an essay at the local library For past the century cell phones have been there
for us helps us to our daily living there is no doubt that we use cellphones in our daily lives. There are several
reasons why this case can attract some many researchers to study this.. An in-depth phone conversation
distracts a human from his or her surroundings, and people tend to bump into one another causing potentially
dangerous situations Regardless of the reason, this prevents them from communicating with each other. Give
reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own experience or knowledge. Using
the phone before going to bed is known to cause restlessness and insomnia. People bring their cell phones
everywhere they go and use it on a daily basis. I believe the wave has sailed right along with rude public cell
phone behavior..


